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Presentation Notes
I’m not sure when I first met Leonid.I think it may have been at the celebration of the 30th anniversary of Sputnik that was held in Moscow in 1987.Leonid was charged with looking after the visiting scientists.  But I think, he paid more attention to the arrival of Susan Eisenhower than to myself or other radio astronomers.Later we crossed paths many times at various space VLBI meetings, especially the long series of Radio Astron meetings VSOP-2 planning meetings. Other occasions.
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Gurvits 1994

Kellermann, 1993
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Presentation Notes
In the early 1990s, we both attempted to investigate the angular size redshift relation for compact radio sources using VLBI data.Our goal was to try to determine the geometry of the Universe based on an idea that was first introduced much earlier by Fred Hoyle.



θ – z relation (Hoyle 1959)
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• E-dS Universe (qo=1/2)
- θmin (z = 5/4) = 15 arcsec

• S-S Universe
‐ θmin (asymptotic) = 4 arcsec

Cygnus A

θ

z

80 arcsec

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classical papers on relativistic cosmology by people like Tolman, Robertson, pointed out the unsual dependence of the angular size of galaxies as a function of redshift.  Traditional problem with optical observations is that 	Size of galaxies comparable with seeing disk (ground based) 	More serious:  fuzzy galaxies don’t have a well define metric size but blend into the sky background..At the 1957 Paris Symposium on Radio Astronomy Hoyle pointed our that double radio galaxies such a Cygnus formed real standard rod that could be used to test cosmological models. He showed this plot.  Presented in  a funny way EdS; SS No need to even measure redshift’s.Assuming that all sources were like Cygnus A.Since in EdS there shouldn’t be any sources les than 15 arc sec If observations showed that some radio sources, θ << 15 arcsec – prove SS theory



θ – z for extended sources
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Miley
MNRAS 1971, 152, 477
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Presentation Notes
First person to seriously look at this was by George Miley in a 1968 paper which George published  in Nature 218, 933George Showed that for Steep Spectrum sources (radio galaxies like Cygnus A); fringe visibility  was highest at large zThat is the angular statistically the angular size decreased with increasing red shift.This plot is taken from 1971 publication using data obtained by Miley using the GBIScatter in part due to projection effects – RG-Quasar continuity                     Pointed outthat the well defined upper envelop falls of faster than any standard cosmologies 1/zArgued that the change in linear size is probably due to the increasede density of the IGM and also the IIC effect against the which increases as (1+z)^4.In particular the increased background radiation density and the density of the IGM limits the size of radio galaxies	



Angular Size – Redshift 
Relation for Radio Galaxies

• Tom Legg, 1970 Nature, 226, 64
• Vijay Kapahi, 1987, IAU symposium 124
• Ashok Singal, 1988, MNRAS, 233, 87
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Presentation Notes
Similar results we obtained by Tom Legg, Vijay Kaphi, and Ashok Singal using various samples of radio galaxies and quasars.The problem with all these studies is that like in almost all cosmological tests evolutionary effects are greater than the geometric effects.Leonid and I both argued that compact sources located in the nuclei of galaxies would be relatively free of effects of cosmic evolution.



Cosmology with compact radio sources

1) They are young – few hundreds years old short compared to age of universe 
even at early epoch
2) Smaller than host galaxy, they are unaffected by the IGM, or CMB
3) Doppler Boosting Oriented close to 1/2γ:  Scatter due to projection is small
4) Compact sources are mostly quasars; high z
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Presentation Notes
Downside:  No simple definition of size of compact core-jet sourcesSize is time dependent 
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Kellermann, 1993

• N= 82 mostly core-jet sources
• λ = 2, 3.8, 6 cm
• P > 1024 W/Hz (radio loud) 
• DR > 100:1
• Distance  to most distant jet > 2%

Λ= 0
q0 = ½, Ω = 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1993 I studied a sample of 82 sources taken from literature Z > 0.5:  size more or less independent of redshiftSS and empty Universe excludedZ = 3; order of magnitude above 1/zAssuming zero cosmological content. Flat universe between open and closed At the time was best observational evidence that redshift due to expansion (non cosmological redshifts)



θ-z for compact sources
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Gurvits, 1994

• N = 337 sources from DSN survey
• 2.3 GHz (13 cm)
• P > 1026 W/Hz 
• Used visibility at longest baseline

Λ= 0
q0 = 0.16 ± 0.71
Ω = 0.32 ± 1.42

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leonid took a different approachWorked directly with visibility dataMuch bigger sample of 337 (4x my sample)
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Gurvits, Kellermann, Frey (1999) 

1/z

• N = 350 sources
• 5 GHz (6 cm)
• L > 2 x 1026 W/Hz
• -038 < α < 0.18

Λ= 0
q0 = 0.21 ± 0.30
Ω = 0.42 ± 0.60

0  <  q0 <  0.5
No evidence  for D(z)
No evidence for for D(P)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leonid and I then teamed up with Sandor Frey



Angular Velocity – Redshift Relation (μ – z)
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Cohen (1987)

Upper envelope 
consistent with 

Ω =1. 

βapp = v/c ~10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meanwhile, around the same time, Rene Vermeulen and Marshall Cohen were looking at the Angular Velocity- redshift relationThis is similar to the angular size – redshift relation, except that there is an extra factor of 1+z in the denominator.So there is no minimum mu-z diagram.  Instead the apparent velocity decreases with increasing z, but not as rapidly as 1/z.Their data had a lot scatter, part (projection) but they argued that the upper envelope was consistent with a EdS UniverseFor Hubble constant of 70:   β= v/c ~10 



• VLBI data is much better (VLBA, EVN, S-VLBI)
• Cosmology more complex

• Baryonic Matter
• Dark Matter 
• Dark Energy  
• Ω = Ωb + Ωdm + Ωde = 1

• Leonid is retired!! 
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Modern VLBI and Cosmology

Ωm= 0.3

Ωde = 0.7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All this happened 30 years agoA lot has changedEffect of having Omega (matter) < 1 is to move the minimum to higher z.We can separately determine Lorenz factor and v/c:  infer projection angleEven with high quality VLBA images: no unambiguous definition of sizeLower illustration plot using data from the MOJAVE complete quarter century sample	Taken size to be the separation of the core and strongest jet component.	



Ω = Ωb + Ωdm + Ωde = 1
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Angular Velocity – Redshift Relation

Ωb + Ωdm = 30% 
Ωde = 70%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the theoretical– redshift relation for the standard cosmology and fixed velocity.Very similar lamda = 0On the right side, I have plotted the fastest velocity observed for each source. In MOJAVE quarter century sampleLot of scatter, but a well defined upper envelope consistent with the expected dependence..No filtering on Size or optical counterpart – includes BL lacs, galaxies, as well as quasars
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Presentation Notes
If Leonid stays home long enough Look forward to working with him 	using the theta-z and mu-z plots	using both images and the visibility data directlySorry I can’t be there to shake your hand.Thank you for many decades of friendship and to congratulate you on your retirement.I do hope you get to enjoy your retirement. – my guess is nothing will really change.
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